46	EASY GUIDE TO MESMERISM
"Cross-Mesmerism." By forming the circle, I sought
to tone down the tumult, calm the patient, and
subject all to my own influence. At the end of fifteen
minutes I broke up the circle, placed myself in
dominant contact with the patient, and de-mes-
merised him. The lesson was not readily forgotten
by either the gentleman or his servants. The former
had a course of instruction, and became afterwards a
very successful mesmerist.
DELAUZES MODE OF PROCEDURE.
Using his own words, "Once you will be agreed
and determined to treat the matter seriously, remove
from the patient all those persons who might occasion
you any restraint, do not keep with you any but the
necessary witnesses (only one if possible), and require
of them not to interfere by any means in the processes
which you employ and in the effects which are the
consequences of them, but to combine with you doing
good service to the patient*
"Manage so as to have neither too much heat nor
cold, so that nothing may constrain the freedom of
your movements, and take every precaution not to
be interrupted during the sitting.
"Then take your patient, sit in the most con-
venient manner possible opposite to him, or her, on *
a seat somewhat higher, so that his knees may be
between yours, and that your feet may be between
his. First, require him to resign himself, to think of
nothing, not to distract his mind in order to examine
the effects he will experience to banish every fear t
indulge in hope, and not to be uneasy or discouraged
if the action of magnetism produce in htm momen-
tary pain. After matters are .well adjusted, take his
thumbs between your two fingers, so that the interior
of your thumb may touch, the interior of his, and fix
your eyes on him. You will remain from two to five
minutes in this position, until you feel that an equal
heat is established between his thumbs, and yours.
This being done, you will draw back your hands,
separating them to the right and left, and turning

